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Abstract

The cover time of graphs has much relevance to algorithmic applications and has been
extensively investigated. Recently, with the advent of ad-hoc and sensor networks, an interesting
class of random graphs, namely random geometric graphs, has gained new relevance and its
properties have been the subject of much study. A random geometric graph G(n, r) is obtained
by placing n points uniformly at random on the unit square and connecting two points iff their
Euclidean distance is at most r. The phase transition behavior with respect to the radius r
of such graphs has been of special interest. We show that there exists a critical radius ropt

such that for any r ≥ ropt G(n, r) has optimal cover time Θ(n log n) with high probability, and,
importantly, the critical radius guaranteeing optimal cover time is on the same order as the
critical radius guaranteeing connectivity, namely ropt = Θ(rcon) where rcon denotes the critical
radius guaranteeing asymptotic connectivity. Moreover, since a disconnected graph has infinite
cover time, there is a phase transition and the corresponding threshold width is O(rcon). We
are able to draw our results by giving a tight bound on the electrical resistance of G(n, r) via
computing the power of certain constructed flows.

1 Introduction

The cover time CG of a graph G is the expected time taken by a simple random walk on G to visit all
nodes in G. This property has much relevance to algorithmic applications [25, 17, 35, 22, 21, 4], and
methods of bounding the cover time of graphs have been thoroughly investigated [26, 2, 10, 9, 39, 3].
Several bounds on the cover times of particular classes of graphs have been obtained with many
positive results [10, 9, 23, 24, 11].

A random geometric graph (RGG) is a graph G(n, r) resulting from placing n points uniformly
at random on the unit square1 and connecting two points iff their Euclidean distance is at most r.
While these graphs have traditionally been studied in relation to subjects such as statistical physics
and hypothesis testing [29], random geometric graphs have gained new relevance with the advent
of ad-hoc and sensor networks [14, 30] as they are a model of such networks. Sensor networks have
strict energy and memory constraints and in many cases are subject to high dynamics, created by
failures, mobility and other factors. Thus, purely deterministic algorithms have disadvantages for

1We focus on the 2-dimensional case although we can also generalize our results to any d dimensions.
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such networks as they need to maintain data structures and have expensive recovery mechanism.
Recently, questions regarding the random walk properties of such networks have been of interest
especially due to the locality, simplicity, low-overhead and robustness to failures of the process
[18, 5, 7]. In particular random walk techniques have been proposed for gossiping in random
geometric graphs [25], for information collection and query answering [32, 4] and even for routing
[8, 33].

In ad-hoc and sensor networks, interference grows with increased communication radius. So, for
a desirable property P of random geometric graphs, one wants to find a tight upper bound on the
smallest radius rp, the critical radius for which P exhibits a sharp threshold2, such that P holds
with high probability for all G(n, r) where r ≥ rp. Of special interest has been the critical radius

rcon for connectivity, and it has been shown that if πr2 ≥ πr2
con = log n+γn

n then G(n, r) is connected
with probability going to one as n → +∞ iff γn → +∞ [20, 36, 38].

Optimal cover time is cover time of Θ(n log n) [16, 15]. In this paper, we study the property
of optimal cover time for a simple random walk on random geometric graphs. We investigate the
existence of a critical radius ropt that will guarantee that G(n, r) with r ≥ ropt has optimal cover
time with high probability and show that such a threshold does exist, and, surprisingly, occurs at
a radius ropt = Θ(rcon).

1.1 Discussion of Our Results and Techniques

Our main result can be formalized as follows:

Theorem 1 (Cover Time of RGG) For c > 1, if r2 ≥ c8 log n
n , then w.h.p.3 G(n, r) has cover

time Θ(n log n). If r2 ≤ log n
πn , then G(n, r) has infinite cover time with positive probability.

The main contribution of this paper is in giving new tight theoretical bounds on the cover time
and sharp threshold width associated with cover time for random geometric graphs. Aside from
that, our results also have important implications for applications. Corollaries to our results are that
both the partial cover time [4], which is the expected time taken by a random walk to visit a constant
fraction of the nodes, and the blanket time [37], which is the expected time taken by a random walk
to visit all nodes with frequencies according to the stationary distribution, are optimal for random
geometric graphs. This demonstrates both the efficiency and quality of random walk approaches
and certain token-management schemes for some ad-hoc and sensor networks [21, 25, 12, 9, 4].

In a recent related work Goel, Rai, and Krishnamachari have shown that any monotonic property
of random geometric graphs has a sharp threshold [19] and have bounded the threshold width.
While for general graphs optimality of cover time is not a monotonic property4, it follows from our
result that optimality of cover time is monotonic for random geometric graphs and has a threshold
width of O(rcon), which is an order lower than the bounds on threshold width obtained by Goel
et al. and supports their conjectured threshold width. Our results also improve upon bounds on
the cover time obtained through bounding the mixing-time and spectral gap of random geometric
graphs [31, 7, 5], as cover time can be bounded by the spectral gap [9]. In particular, the spectral
gap method only guarantees optimal cover time of G(n, r) for r = Θ(1).

2The threshold width is intuitively the difference between the smallest radius for which the property holds with
high probability and the radius for which the property holds with low probability.

3Event En occurs with high probability if probability P (En) is such that limn→∞ P (En) = 1.
4see appendix
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The method that we used to derive our result is by bounding the electrical resistance of G(n, r),
which bounds the cover time by the following result of Chandra et al. [10]: for any graph where R
is the the electrical resistance of the graph and m is number of edges in the graph

mR ≤ cover time ≤ O(mR log n) (1)

In turn, we bound the resistance of G(n, r) by bounding the power of a unit flow as permitted by
Thomson’s Principle which we formalize later. The crux of our method is in constructing such a
flow for any pair of points in G(n, r). As we investigate G(n, r) for which cover time is optimal, for
any pair of points we construct the flow c in such a manner that the power of the flow satisfies
P (c) = O( n

m) = O( 1
δavg

) where δavg denotes the average degree of a node in G(n, r).
To construct a flow from u to v, we partition nodes into contour layers based on distance from

u and expanding outward until the midpoint between u and v, then from the midpoint line onward
contracting towards v in a mirror fashion. The idea of using contour layers that expand with
distance from a point is similar to the layering ideas used by Chandra et al. [10] for meshes 5

and originally by Doyle and Snell [13] for infinite grids. Layers in our case can be visualized as
slices of an isosceles right triangle along the hypotenuse that connects u and v. The flow can thus
be thought of as moving through consecutive layers, and the total flow on the edges connecting
consecutive layers is 1. And, just as the variance of a probability function is minimized for the
uniform distribution, for each layer l, we allocate flow almost uniformly along the set of edges used
between layer l and layer l + 1 to minimize the power.

And, to this end, via a simple coupon collection argument, we shall utilize a certain density

property that is exhibited by G(n, r) for r ≥
√

8c log n
n for some c > 1. Concisely, the property is

that any r
2
√

2
× r

2
√

2
square bin has Θ(nr2

8 ) nodes. Since two nodes are connected iff they are within

distance r of each other, we see how the property yields that every node v of G(n, r) has degree
δ(v) = Θ(nr2). Each layer adds a bin to the previous layer so that each layer l has l bins, and
touching bins form cliques. We use this clique property to pair adjacent bins in consecutive layers
and allocate uniform flow along the edges used in the pairings. The flow that we obtain in this
manner has power O( 1

nr2 ) = O( 1
δavg

), which is exactly the desired flow for optimal cover time as
mentioned above.

1.2 Related Work

There is a vast body of literature on cover times and on geometric graphs, and to attempt to
summarize all of the relevant work would not do it justice. We have already mentioned some of the
related results previously in our Introduction, however, here we would like to highlight the related
literature that has been most influential to our result, namely that of Chandra et al. [10] and Doyle
and Snell [13].

The work of Doyle and Snell [13] is a seminal work regarding the connection between random
walks and electrical resistance. In particular,they proved that while the infinite 2-dimensional grid
has infinite resistance, for any d ≥ 3 the resistance of the d-dimensional grid is bounded from
above, and these results were established to be sufficient in re-proving Pólya’s beautiful result that
a random walk on the 2-dimensional grid is recurrent whereas a random walk on the d-dimensional
grid for any d ≥ 3 is transient. In obtaining this result, essentially the authors bounded the power

5To the best of our knowledge, there has been no previous work on the cover time of finite grids other than toroidal
meshes.
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of a unit current flow from the origin out to infinity via a layering argument and found that the
power diverges for the 2-dimensional case and converges for every dimension greater than 2. The
authors used a layering argument, namely partitioning nodes into disjoint contour layers based
on their distance from the origin, and the rate of growth of consecutive layers can be seen as the
crucial factor yielding the difference between the properties of the different dimensions. Later,
Chandra et al. [10] proved the tight relation between commute time and resistance Cij = 2mR
and used that relationship to extend Doyle and Snell’s result by bounding the cover time of the
finite d-dimensional mesh by bounding the power and resistance also via an argument based on
expanding contour layers. Together with the tight lower bound of Zuckerman [39], they showed
that the 2-dimensional torus has cover time of Θ(n log2 n), and for d ≥ 3 the d-dimensional torus
has optimal cover time of Θ(n log n).

While this paper deals with G(n, r) there are striking similarities between G(n, r) and a more
familiar family of random graphs, the Bernoulli graphs B(n, p) in which each edge is chosen
independently with probability p [6]. For example, for critical probability pcon = πr2

con = log n+γn

n ,
B(n, p) is connected with probability going to one as n → +∞ iff γn → +∞, and both classes
of graphs have sharp thresholds for monotone properties [6]. Regarding cover time, Jonasson [23]
and Cooper and Frieze [11] gave tight bounds on the cover time and an interesting aspect of our
result is that we add another similarity and both classes of graphs have optimal cover time around
the same threshold for connectivity. Yet, despite the similarities between G(n, r) and B(n, p),
Bernoulli random graphs are not appropriate models for connectivity in wireless networks since
edges are introduced independent of the distance between nodes. In wireless networks the event
of edges existing between i and j and between j and k is not independent of the event of an
edge existing between k and i. There are other notable differences between G(n, r) and B(n, p) as
well. For example, the proof techniques for the above results for G(n, r) are very different than the
proof techniques for the respective results for B(n, p). Interestingly, whereas the proof of [11] for
optimality of cover time in Bernoulli graphs of Θ(log n) average degree depends on the property
that Bernoulli graphs do not have small cliques (and, in particular that small cycles are sufficiently
far apart), in the case of random geometric graphs the existence of many small cliques uniformly
distributed over the unit square like bins is essential in our analysis.

Another recent result with a bin-based analysis technique for random geometric graphs is that
of Muthukrishnan and Pandurangan [28]. However, as their technique uses large overlapping bins
where the overlap is explicitly stated to be essential and there is no direct utilization of cliques, the
relationship between our simple bin-based analysis and Muthukrishnan and Pandurangan’s more
sophisticated bin-covering technique is not yet clear to us. Nevertheless, as the intuition underlying
both techniques seems similar, we wonder if we may obtain the same results with tighter constants
using Muthukrishnan and Pandurangan’s bin-covering technique.

2 Bounding The Cover Time via Resistance

Let G = (V, E) be a graph where |V | = n and |E| = m,and let EN(G) denote the electrical network
corresponding to G, where each edge e ∈ E has a resistor of 1 Ω. So, when speaking of the electrical
properties of G, we are really speaking of the electrical properties of EN(G). The resistance R of
G is the maximum effective resistance Ruv between any two nodes u, v ∈ V [13].

Let Huv be the hitting time, the expected time for a random walk starting at u to arrive to v
for the first time, and let Cuv be the commute time, the expected time for a random walk starting
at u to first arrive at v and then return to u. Chandra et al. [10] proved the following theorem:
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Theorem 2 For any two vertices u and v in G the commute time Cuv = 2mRuv

Using this direct relation between resistance and random walks, they introduced the bound of
(1) on the cover time for G

Let Hmax be the maximum hitting time over all pairs of nodes in G. Since Huv ≤ Cuv it follows
that Hmax ≤ maxu,v∈V Cuv = 2mR. In [4] it has been shown that the partial cover time can be
bounded by Hmax, so combining:

partial cover time ≤ O(Hmax) ≤ O(mR) (2)

Thus, by bounding the resistance R we may obtain tight bounds on the cover time CG and on
the partial cover time.

A powerful method used to bound resistance is by bounding the power of a current flow in the
network. The following definitions and propositions from the literature [10, 13, 34] help to formalize
that method.

Definition 1 (Power of a flow) Given electrical network (V, E, ρ), with resistance ρ(e) for each
edge e, a flow c is a function from V ×V to R, having the property that c(u, v) = 0 unless {u, v} ∈ E,
and c is anti-symmetric, i.e., c(u, v) = −c(v, u). The net flow out of a node will be denoted c(u) =
∑

v∈V c(u, v), and the flow along an edge e = {u, v} is c(u, v). A source (respectively, sink) is a node
u with c(u) > 0 (respectively c(u) < 0). The power P (c) in a flow is P (c) =

∑

e∈E ρ(e)c2(e). A flow
is a current flow if it satisfies Kirchoff’s voltage law, i.e., for any directed cycle u0, u1, . . . , uk−1, u0,
∑k−1

i=0 c(ui, ui+1modk) · ρ(ui, ui+1modk) = 0.

Proposition 1 [Thomson Principle [13, 34]] For any electrical network (V, E, ρ) and flow c with
only one source u, one sink v, and c(u) = −c(v) = 1 (i.e a unit flow), we have Ruv ≤ P (c), with
equality when the flow is a current flow.

Finally,

Proposition 2 [Rayleigh’s Short/Cut Principle [13]] Resistance is never raised by lowering the
resistance on an edge, e.g. by “shorting” two nodes together, and is never lowered by raising the
resistance on an edge, e.g. by “cutting” it. Similarly, resistance is never lowered by “cutting” a
node, leaving each incident edge attached to only one of the two “halves” of the node.

3 The Cover Time and Resistance of Geometric Graphs

Before proving Theorem 1 about random geometric graphs we are going to prove a more general
Theorem about geometric graphs. A geometric graph is a graph G(n, r) = (V, E) with n = |V |
such that the nodes of V are embedded into the unit square with the property that e = (u, v) ∈ E
if and only if d(u, v) ≤ r (where d(u, v) is the Euclidean distance between points u and v). Let
F(n, r(n)) be a class of geometric graphs6, we say that such a class is geo-dense if every square
bin of size at least A = r2/8 (in the unit square) has Θ(nA) = Θ(nr2) nodes as n → ∞.

Theorem 3 Any class of geometric graphs F(n, r(n)) that is geo-dense and has r(n) = Θ( log n
n )

has cover time of Θ(n log n), partial cover time of O(n), and blanket time of Θ(n log n).

6either random or deterministic
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Figure 1: A flow c between u and v in G(n, r)

3.1 Proof of Theorem 3

Let F(n, r(n)) be a class of geometric graphs that is geo-dense. We will prove the result using the
bound on the cover time from (1) and by bounding the resistance between any two points u, v in
G = G(n, r) ∈ F(n, r(n)). Let V be the set of nodes of G and δ(v) denote the degree (i.e number
of neighbors) of v ∈ V

Claim 1 ∀v ∈ V δ(v) = Θ(nr2)

Proof: First note that the geo-dense property guarantees that if we divide the unit square into
square bins of size r√

2
× r√

2
each, then the number of nodes in every bin will be Θ(nr2). Since, for

every bin, the set of nodes in the bin forms a clique, and every node v ∈ V is in some bin, we have
that δ(v) = Ω(nr2),∀v ∈ V . Similarly, when we divide the area into bins of size r × r every node
may be connected to the nodes of at most nine bins (that is its own bin and the bordering bins),
and we have that δ(v) = Θ(nr2),∀v ∈ V . 2

Thus, since m = Θ(n2r2) if we can find r s.t. the resistance R of G(n, r) is O( n
m) = O( 1

nr2 )
then we are done.

Theorem 4 The resistance Ruv between u, v ∈ V is Θ( 1
nr2 + log(d(u,v)/r)

n2r4 ).

Proof: The proof of the upper bound will be by bounding the power of a unit flow c that we
construct between u and v.

Let T (u, v) be an isosceles right triangle such that the line (u, v) is the hypotenuse. It is clear
that such a triangle which lies inside the unit square must exist. We divide our flow c into two
disjoint flows c1 and c2 where c1 carries a unit flow from u up to the line perpendicular to the
midpoint of d(u, v) in increasing layer size, and c2 forwards the flow in decreasing layer size up to v
which is the only sink. By symmetry we can talk only about c1 since the construction of c2 mirrors
that of c1 and P (c) = P (c1 + c2) = 2P (c1) since the flows are disjoint.

To construct the flow in c1 we divide the line (u, midpoint(u, v)) into d(u, v)
√

2/r segments of
size r/

√
8, and number them from 0 to d(u, v)

√
2/r − 1 (see Fig 1). 7 Let Sl be the largest

rectangle of width r/
√

8 included in the intersection of the area perpendicular to the lth segment

7Assume for simplicity the expression divides nicely, if not, the proof holds by adding one more segment that will
end at the midpoint and overlap with the previous segment.
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and T (u, v). Sl will define the lth layer in our flow. Note that the area of Sl is lr2/8 and contains
l squares of area r2/8, each of them containing Θ(nr2) nodes by the geo-dense property.

Let Vl ⊆ V be the set of nodes in layer l. V0 = u, and for l > 0 a node v is in layer l if and
only if it is located inside Sl

8. It follows that |Vl| = Θ(lnr2). Edges in our flow are only among
edges e = (x, y) s.t. x ∈ Vl and y ∈ Vl+1, and all other edges have zero flow. In particular the set
of edges El that carries flow from layer l to layer l +1 in c1 is defined as follows: For the case l = 0,
E0 contains all the edges from u to nodes in V1, noting that |E0| = |V1| = Θ(nr2) since u ∪ V1 is a
clique (i.e the maximum d(u, x), x ∈ V1 is r). This allows us to make the flow uniform such that
each node in V1 has incoming flow of 1/|V1| and for each edge e ∈ E0 c1(e) = 1/|Vl|. For l > 0 (see
again Fig. 1) we divide Sl into l equal squares A1, A2, . . . Al each of size r2/8. Let VAi be the set
of nodes contained in the area Ai. We then divide Sl+1 into l equal sized rectangles B1, B2 . . . Bl

and define VBi similarly, with Bi touching Ai for each i.
Now let El = {(x, y)|x ∈ VAi and y ∈ VBi}. Note again that since, for each i, the maximum

d(x, y) between nodes in Ai and nodes in Bi is r, VAi ∪ VBi is a clique (as the worst case distance
occurs between the first two layers). So, the number of edges crossing from Ai to Bi is |VAi ||VBi | =
Θ(n2r4) by geo-dense property. The clique construction allows us to easily maintain the uniformity
of the flow such that into each node in VBi the total flow is 1/l|VBi |, and each edge carries a flow
of Θ(1/ln2r4) = Θ(1/El). All other edges have no flow. Now we compute the power of c:

Ruv ≤
∑

e∈c

c(e)2 =
∑

e∈c1

c1(e)
2 +

∑

e∈c2

c2(e)
2 =

= 2

√
2d(u,v)/r
∑

l=0

∑

e∈El

c1(e)
2

= 2
1

|E0|
+ 2

√
2d(u,v)/r
∑

l=1

1

|El|

= 2O(
1

nr2
) + 2O(

1

n2r4
)

√
2d(u,v)/r
∑

l=1

1

l

= O(
1

nr2
+

log(d(u, v)/r)

n2r4
)

To prove the lower bound we again follow in the spirit of [13] and use the “Short/Cut” Principle.
We partition the graph into bd(u, v)/rc+1 partitions by drawing bd(u, v)/rc squares perpendicular
to the line (u, v), where the first partition P0 is only u itself and the lth partition Pl is the area of
the lth square excluding the (l − 1)th square area. The last partition contains all the nodes outside
the last square including v (See Fig 2.). We are shorting all vertices at the same partition, and
following the reasoning of the upper bound, let ml be the number of edges between partition l and

8breaking ties in some way
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v

u r

Figure 2: Lower bound for Ruv on the G(n, r)

l + 1. m0 is Θ(nr2) and for l > 0, ml = Θ(ln2r4), so

Ruv ≥
bd(u,v)/rc

∑

l=0

1

ml

= Ω(
1

nr2
) +

bd(u,v)/rc
∑

l=1

Ω(
1

ln2r4
)

= Ω(
1

nr2
+

log(d(u, v)/r)

n2r4
)

2

Corollary 2 The resistance R of G(n, r) is Θ( 1
nr2 + log(

√
2/r)

n2r4 ).

This follows directly from the fact that max d(u, v) ≤
√

2. Now we can prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3: Remember that m = Θ(n2r2), so all we need is R = O(n/m) =

O(1/nr2) and then the cover time bound will follow by (1), the partial cover time bound will follow
from (2), and the blanket time will follow from [37] and the log n order difference between the cover

time and maximum hitting time. In order to have R = Θ( 1
nr2 ) we want that log(

√
2/r)

n2r4 = O( 1
nr2 ),

which means log(1/r)
nr2 ≤ α for some constant α. Taking r2 = ( c log n

n ) we get log(n/c log n)
c2 log n = 1

2c −
log(c log n)

2c log n ≤ 1
2c . 2

4 Cover Time and Resistance of G(n, r)

After Proving Theorem 3, in order to prove Theorem 1 all we need to show is that for c > 1,
r2 = c8logn

n is sufficient to guarantee with high probability that G(n, r) is geo-dense. Note however
that the second part of the theorem follows directly from [20] since if G(n, r) is disconnected with
positive probability when r2 ≤ log n

πn then it has infinite cover time with positive probability.
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To prove the geo-dense property for G(n, r) we utilize the two following Lemma which seems to
be folklore [37] although we include a proof in the Appendix since we have not found a reference
including a proof of the minimum condition.

Lemma 3 (Balls in Bins) For a constant c > 1, if one throws n ≥ cB log B balls uniformly at
random into B bins, then w.h.p. both the minimum and the maximum number of balls in any bin
is Θ( n

B ).

And, the following lemma easily follows from the Balls in Bins Lemma:

Lemma 4 (Node Density) For constants c > 1 and a ≥ 1, if r2 = ca log n
n then w.h.p. any area

of size r2/a in G(n, r) has Θ(c log n) nodes.

Proof: Let an area of r2/a be a bin. If we divide the unit square into such equal size bins we
have B = n

c log n bins. For the result to follow we check that Lemma (3) holds by showing that

n ≥ c′B log B for some constant c′ > 1 :

B log B =
n

c log n
log(

n

c log n
)

=
n

c log n
(log(n) − log(c log n))

=
n

c
− (

n

c log n
)(log(c log n))

≤ n/c

2

Now combining the results of Lemmas (3) and (4) we can prove Theorem 1
Proof of Theorem 1: Clearly from Lemma 4 for c > 1, r2 = c8 log n

n satisfies the geo-dense

property w.h.p., and since r2 is also Θ( log n
n ) the result follows from Theorem 3. 2

Corollary 5 For c > 1, if r2 ≥ c8 log n
n , then w.h.p. G(n, r) has partial cover time O(n) and blanket

time Θ(n log n).

5 Cover Time and Resistance of Deterministic Geometric Graphs

For an integer k, let the k-fuzz [13] of a graph G be the graph Gk obtained from G by adding an
edge xy if x is at most k hops away from y in G. In particular, let G1(n) denote the 2-dimensional
grid of n nodes, and let Gk(n) be the k-fuzz of G1(n).

The question that we raise in this section is this: Given a finite 2−dimensional grid G of size n
what is the minimum k s.t. Gk has cover time of Θ(n log n)?

Definition 2 Let D = D(n, r(n)), where n is s.t.
√

n ∈ Z denote the class of r-disk geometric
graphs, where the nodes of each instance of D(n, r) are placed on the unit square exactly as the
2-dimensional grid of n nodes. In other words, there is exactly one node at each position ( i√

n
, j√

n
)

0 ≤ i, j ≤ √
n, i, j ∈ Z.

Note the following:
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Corollary 6 For Gk(n), a k−fuzz of the 2-dimensional grid

1. G1(n) = D(n, 1√
n
) (i.e the 2-dimensional grid of n nodes).

2. Gk(n) is a super-graph of D(n, k√
2n

)

3. Gk(n) is a sub-graph of D(n, k√
n
)

Claim 7 For a constant k the resistance of D(n, k√
n
) is Θ(k−4 log n).

Proof: It is clear that D(n, k√
n
) satisfies the geo-dense property,9 so the result follows directly

from Theorem 4. 2

Theorem 5 For any constant k, the cover time of Gk is Θ(k−2n log2 n).

Proof: The upper bound follows directly from Corollary 6, Claim 7, and equation (1). To prove

the lower bound note that the resistance Ruv is Θ(k−4 log(d(u,v)
√

n
k )). Letting d′(u, v) = d(u, v)

√
n

denote the non-normalized distance (hop distance), we have that Ruv = Ω(k−4 log(d′(u, v))) where
1 ≤ d′(u, v) ≤

√
2n. Now we can use the method of Zuckerman [39] (specifically in Lemma 2 and

Theorem 4 of that paper). And, by noting that it is known that the commute time Cuv = 2mRuv,
we have that hitting time (EuTv in [39] notation) is Ω(k−2n log(d′(u, v)). Then the result follows
directly from the proof of Theorem 4 in [39]. 2

Thus, we have the solution to our question:

Corollary 8 Gk(n) has Cover Time of Θ(n log n) if k = γn and limn→∞
log n

γ2
n

≤ c for some

constant c.

6 Conclusions

We have shown that for a two dimensional random geometric graph G(n, r), if the radius ropt is
chosen just on the order of guaranteeing asymptotic connectivity then G(n, r) has optimal cover time
of Θ(n log n) for any r ≥ ropt. We present a similar proof for 1-dimensional random geometric graphs
in the appendix. We find that the critical radius guaranteeing optimal cover time is ropt = Ω( 1√

n
)

for such graphs, whereas the critical radius guaranteeing asymptotic connectivity is rcon = log n
n .

So, unlike the 2-dimensional case, we have ropt = ω(rcon).
Our proof techniques can be generalized to the d-dimensional random geometric graph Gd(n, r),

yielding that for any given dimension d, ropt = Θ(rcon) with correspondingly optimal cover time.
However, both grow exponentially with d which seems to be a consequence of a separation between
average degree and minimum degree for higher dimensions rather than just an artifact of our
method. We hope to present a tight result for this general case in the near future. Nevertheless,
the case of dimension d = 2 is considered to be the hardest one [1]. This can intuitively be seen
from the mesh results. The case for d = 1 (i.e the cycle) is easy to analyze. For d > 2 the cover
time of the d-dimensional mesh is optimal [10], and we can show that for any k the cover time of
the k-fuzz is also optimal. On the other hand, as we showed earlier, the cover time of the k−fuzz
in 2 dimensions (i.e. Gk(n)) for constant k is not optimal and is Θ(n log2 n), making this the most
interesting case.

9for large enough k
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7 Appendix

7.1 Resistance Bounds for 1-dimensional RGGs

Let G1(n, r) denote a 1-dimensional random geometric graph formed by placing n nodes uniformly
at random on the line [0, 1]. In this section we give the result for G1(n, r). Note that for G1(n, r)
the critical radius for connectivity is rcon = log n

n [20]. As before we first prove a more general case.

Definition 3 Let F1(n, r(n)) be a class of 1-dimensional geometric graphs10, we say that such a
class is geo-dense if every 1-dimensional interval of length at least A = r

2 has Θ(nA) = Θ(nr
2 )

nodes as n → ∞.
10either random or deterministic
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Lemma 9 For any geo-dense 1-dimensional geometric graph G = G1(n, r),

• The resistance of G is Θ( 1
nr + 1

n2r3 ).

• The hitting time between two points u, v in G is Θ(n + d(u,v)
r2 ).

• The cover time CG of G is such that CG = Ω(n + 1
r2 ) and CG = O((n + 1

r2 ) log n).

Proof of 9: Consider any two points u, v in G = G1(n, r). Assume w.l.o.g. that v is to the
right of u, namely that it has a higher coordinate than u. Let d(u, v) be the distance between u
and v.

For the upper bound, we use Thomson’s Minimal Power Principle and bound the power of a
unit flow between u and v. The idea is similar to the layering idea used for the 2-dimensional case,
except that in 1-dimension there is no expansion of layers, and so each layer is a single bin.

Partition the segment between u and v into h = 2d(u,v)
r smaller segments, say bins, of length

r
2 each, thus with Θ(nr

2 ) nodes in each bin by geo-dense property. And, number the bins as
Bi with increasing index 0 ≤ i ≤ h from left to right, letting the corresponding node sets be
denoted by VBi . Note that each VBi is a clique, and moreover that each pair of adjacent segments
VBi ∪ VBi+1 is also a clique. Now we construct our flow c as follows: For every edge of the form
e = (u, z), z ∈ VB0 , c(e) = 1

|VB0
| = Θ( 2

nr ). For every edge of the form e = (z, v), z ∈ VBh
,

c(e) = 1
|VBh

| = Θ( 2
nr ). For every pair of consecutive bins VBi , VBi+1 , the total flow between the bins

is 1, and the flow between the bins is allocated uniformly along the |VBi ||VBi+1 | = Θ(n2r2

4 ) edges
between the bins in the direction of increasing bin index. Letting El denote the set of edges between
bin Bl and bin Bl+1, this means that |El| = Θ(n2r2

4 ). Moreover, letting E0 = {(u, z)|z ∈ VB0} and
Eh+1 = {(z, v)|z ∈ VBh

}, we have |E0| = |Eh+1| = Θ( 2
nr ). So, now we may bound the power and

thus the resistance of c in a straightforward manner by utilizing the uniformity of the flow along
the edges between consecutive layers, obtaining:

Ruv ≤ P (c) =
∑

e∈E

c2(e) =
h+1
∑

l=0

∑

e∈El

1

|El|2
=

=

h+1
∑

l=0

1

|El|
= Θ(2

2

nr
+ h

4

n2r2
)

= O(
1

nr
+

d(u, v)

n2r3
)

For the lower bound, we use Rayleigh’s Short/Cut Principle. Partition all nodes to the right
of u into r length segments, which have Θ(nr) nodes each by geo-dense property, numbering the
segments as Bi with increasing index i from left to right, and letting the corresponding node sets
be denoted by VBi . Create a new graph G′ by shorting nodes of G as follows: Short all nodes to
the left of u with VB0/{u} to create node b0 in G′. Short all nodes of ∪i≥j−1VBi/{v} together to
create node bj−1 in G′. Now for each 0 < i < j, short all the nodes in VBi together to create node
bi in G′.

Note that in G, a node in segment Bi can only talk to nodes of segments Bi−1, Bi, or Bi+1,
namely itself or adjacent segments. Note also that every consecutive set of nodes all within distance
r of each other is a clique. So, the set of edges of G′, not counting multi-edges yet, is

E′ = {(bi, bi+1)|0 ≤ i ≤ j − 2} ∪ {(u, b0), (bj−1, v)}
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Moreover, the multiplicity of each edge (bi, bi+1) is Θ(n2r2), and the multiplicity of edge (u, b0) is
the same as the multiplicity of edge (bj−1, v) which is the same as Θ(nr). So summing the series
of reciprocals of the edge multiplicities we get:

Ruv(G) ≥ Ruv(G
′) = Ω(

1

nr
+ (j − 1)

1

n2r2
)

= Ω(
1

nr
+

d(u, v)

r

1

n2r2
)

= Ω(
1

nr
+

d(u, v)

n2r3
)

So, combining the upper and lower bounds we get Ruv(G) = Θ( 1
nr + d(u,v)

n2r3 ). By consider the
maximum distance of 1 then, we get the resistance bound of our lemma. Then, since m = Θ(n2r),
from Theorem 2 we get the hitting time result (as the commute time and hitting time are on the
same order). And, finally by Equation (1), we get the cover time result. 2

It is a straightforward result of Balls in Bins lemma to show the following:

Corollary 10 If r ≥ c2 log n
n for some c > 1, then G1(n, r) is geo-dense w.h.p..

Note immediately last corollary that this yields negative results for G1(n, r) in that optimality
of cover time for one-dimensional geometric graphs requires a radius of order strictly greater than
the order for connectivity. In particular:

Corollary 11 For any r ≥ c2 log n
n , we have the following w.h.p. for G = G1(n, r):

• The resistance of G is Θ( 1
nr + 1

n2r3 ).

• The hitting time between two points u, v in G is Θ(n + d(u,v)
r2 ).

• The cover time CG of G is such that CG = Ω(n + 1
r2 ) and CG = O((n + 1

r2 ) log n).

As can be seen, the maximum hitting time between any two points is only optimal for r = Ω( 1√
n
),

and the cover time can only possibly be optimal for ropt = Ω( 1√
n
), so rcon = o(ropt).

Definition 4 Let G1
1(n) denote the 1-dimensional grid of n nodes, and let G1

k(n) be the k-fuzz of
G1

1(n).

And, finally, since any 1-dimensional k-fuzz G1
1(n) is a type of regular and geo-dense geometric

graph G1(n, k
n):

Corollary 12 For any 1 ≤ k ≤ n

• The resistance of G1
k(n) is Θ( 1

k + n
k3 ).

• The hitting time between two points u, v in G1
k(n) is Θ(n + n2d(u,v)

k2 ).

• The cover time C of G1
k(n) is such that C = Ω(n + n2

k2 ) and C = O((n + n2

k2 ) log n).
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7.2 Optimal Cover Time is not Monotone

An immediate and well-known corollary to Rayleigh’s Short/Cut Principle is that the Resistance
R of a graph is monotone, as adding new edges can only decrease or not affect the resistance R.
On the other hand, it is also well-known that, in general, cover time is not a monotone property of
graphs. As a simple demonstrative example we can take the line of n nodes which has cover time of
O(n2), and by adding edges we can create the lollipop graph which is known to have cover time of
O(n3), and if we keep adding edges we will get the complete graph which has optimal cover time,
O(n log n) [10]. One can wonder if this is still the case if the graph G already has cover time of
O(n log n). In other words, can we create, by adding more edges, a graph G′ which has cover time
of ω(n log n)?

Lemma 13 Cover time of O(n log n) is not a monotone property of graphs.

Proof: The proof will be by counter example and by the lower bound for cover time given in
Theorem 1 . Let G be the 3D grid of n nodes. It is known that G has cover time of CG = O(n log n).
We construct a graph G′ be adding O(n2) edges to G is such a way that the resistance of the graph
will not change: Let u0 be the node at (0, 0, 0) and un the node at (

√
n,

√
n,

√
n). Make all the

points at L1 distance at most
√

n from u0 a clique. The number of nodes in this clique is ≈ n/2, and
so the number of edges in this clique is ≈ n2/8, making the total number of edges in G′ m = Θ(n2).
Since the minimum degree in G′ is the same as in G, namely degree of 3 at un, the resistance of
G′ ≥ 1

3 , and by Theorem 1 we get CG′ = Ω(n2). 2

7.3 Proof of Lemma 3

Proof: Let n = cB log B and note that when n → ∞ then B → ∞. The upper bound (maximum)
of Θ( n

B ) on the number of balls in any bin is given in [27]. The following is proof of the lower bound:

Fix a bin, say the first bin, and let X1 denote the size of the first bin. Consider Pr[X1 = log B
c1

] for

some constant c1:
11

Pr[X1 =
log B

c1
] =

(

cB log B

log B/c1

)

(
1

B
)

log B
c1 (1 − 1

B
)
cB log B− log B

c1

≤ (ec1c)
log B

c1 e

log B
c1

−cB log B

B

= B
1
c1 (c1c)

log B
c1 B

1
Bc1

−c

= B
(log c1+log c)

c1
+ 1

c1
+ 1

Bc1
−c

Since we want for this probability to be 1
B1+ε′ for ε′ > 0 we need

c − (
(log c1 + log c)

c1
+

1

c1
+

1

Bc1
) > 1

Let c = 1 + ε where ε > 0 can be arbitrary small constant and so we need c1 s.t

1 + ε − (
log c1 + log(1 + ε)

c1
+

1

c1
+

1

Bc1
) > 1 (3)

11by using (1 − 1
n
)r ≤ e

−r/n,
`

n
k

´

≤ (ne
k

)k and c1 = e
log(c1).
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Figure 3: Unit flow for upper bound

The following c1 will satisfy (3)

1

c1 − 1
+

1

B(c1 − 1)
+

log c1

c1 − 1
< ε (4)

So it is clear that for any constant ε > 0 small as we want, there exists a constant c1 that will
satisfy (4), let that constant be c∗. Note easily that Pr[X1 = log B

c∗ ] ≥ Pr[X1 = log B
c∗ − Q] for any

0 ≤ Q ≤ log B
c∗ . Therefore, we have that for large enough B

Pr[X1 ≤ log B

c∗
] ≤ (

log B

c∗
)Pr[X1 =

log B

c∗
]

≤ (
log B

c∗
)

1

B1+ε′

Finally to get the lower bound (minimum) for all bins, we use that the probability of the union of
events is no more than their sum. Letting U denote the event that some bin has less than log B

c∗

balls:

Pr[U ] ≤
B

∑

i=1

Pr[Xi ≤
logB

c∗
]

=

B
∑

i=1

Pr[X1 ≤ log B

c∗
]

= B
log B

c∗

B1+ε′

=
log B

c∗

Bε′
= o(1)

Therefore, with high probability every bin has at least log B
c∗ = Θ( n

B ) balls. Now, clearly, choosing

n > cB log B can only increase the probability that every bin has at least log B
c∗ = Θ( n

B ) balls. So,
we are done. 2
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7.4 A Demonstrative Example: The 2D Grid

Let G be a
√

n×√
n 2−dimensional grid of n nodes12, and for convenience denote s =

√
n. Let u0

be the point at the origin (i.e (0, 0)) and un the point at (
√

n,
√

n).

Claim 14 The resistance between u0 and un in G is Θ(log n)

Proof: The proof is similar to that for the mesh [10] (6.3 , 8.7), and we state parts of it in a way
that is generalizable to other proofs.

The upper bound is found using Thomson Principle and by constructing a unit flow c from
uo to un, where u0 is the only source and un is the only sink. Let Vl denote the set of nodes at
Manhattan distance (i.e. L1 distance) l from the origin u0. Note that |Vl| = l + 1. And, let El

denote the set of edges between Vl and Vl+1. Note that, for any l, the set Vl can be viewed as a
contour of equi-potential nodes. So, we refer to Vl as layer l, and the flow that we construct can
be seen as progressing uniformly through the El’s.

The flow out of a point (x, y) ∈ Vl (where s > l ≥ 0) from u0 is x+1
(l+2)(l+1) to point (x+1, y) and

y+1
(l+2)(l+1) to point (x, y + 1) (Fig. 3 (A)). For points (x, y) ∈ Vl where 2s ≥ l > s from u0 the flow

incoming from (x − 1, y) is s−x+1
(2s−l+2)(2s−l+1) and s−y+1

(2s−l+2)(2s−l+1) from the point (x, y − 1) (Fig. 3

(B)). Clearly, the flow out of u0 is 1 and the flow into un is 1. Moreover, it is easy to check that
the net flow at each point (x, y) 6= u0, un is 0.

Now by Thomson Principle we have Ru0un ≤ P (c) =
∑

e∈E r(e)c2(e).
We note that when l < s, |El| = 2(l + 1), and ∀e ∈ El, c(e) ≤ 1

1+1 . When 2s ≥ l > s, letting lu
be the distance from un (i.e lu = 2s− l), |El−1| = 2(lu + 1), and ∀e ∈ El−1, c(e) ≤ (1/(lu + 1)). So,

Ru0un ≤ P (c) =
∑

e∈E

ρ(e)c2(e)

=
s−1
∑

l=1

∑

e∈El

O(1/l2) +
2s

∑

l=s+1

∑

e∈El−i

O(1/l2u))

=
s−1
∑

l=0

O(l)O(1/l2) +
s−1
∑

k=0

O(k)O(1/k2))

= 2
s−1
∑

l=0

O(1/l)

= O(log n)

A more general way to view this is as follows: Note the following in line with the intuition on
equi-potential contours: For any layer l and any node v ∈ Vl, the flow into v equals the flow out of
v which equals 1

|Vl| (or 1
|Vlu |

if s ≤ l ≤ 2s). Moreover, the total flow into Vl equals the total flow out

of Vl equals 1. Note further that, optimally, to minimize power, for any fixed layer l, flow would be
distributed almost uniformly over the edges El. So, letting δl denote the minimum degree of any
node v ∈ Vl in El, we would have a flow c and e ∈ El s.t

|El| = Θ(δl|Vl|) and c(e) = O(1/|El|) (5)

12We consider the grid, not the torus. To the best of our knowledge, all previous work on meshes has only considered
the torus.
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For example, in the case of the 2D Grid, for any layer l, we get δl ≥ 1 by considering border edges.
This satisfies 5 because |El| ≈ 2|Vl| = Θ(l) and for e ∈ El c(e) = O(1/l). Now, letting lmax be the
maximum layer in the construction, for any flow satisfying 5, we may write the equation for power
as follows:

Ru0un ≤ P (c) =
∑

e∈E

ρ(e)c2(e)

=

lmax
∑

l=1

∑

e∈El

O(
1

|El|2
)

= O(

lmax
∑

l=1

1

|El|
)

= O(

lmax
∑

l=1

1

|Vl|δl
)

(6)

In particular, for the case of the 2D Grid, this immediately yields:

Ru0un ≤ P (c) = O(

lmax
∑

l=1

1

2l + 2
) = O(log n)

The lower bound is by the “Short/Cut” Principle. For any l ≥ 0, shorting all vertices in Vl to
each other we get the following:

Ru0un ≥ 1

2
+

1

4
+ . . .

1

2(s − 1)
+

1

2(s − 1)
· · · + 1

2

= 2

s−1
∑

l=1

1

2(s − 1)

= Ω(log n)

2

Noting that in this case m ≈ 2n and using (1) we get that CG = O(n log2 n)
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